
CD Shelving Unit STORIT 053 plywood white (Art# 6071)
https://www.woodandmore.de/cd-shelving-unit-storit-053-plywood-white__6071.htm

Price per item: 99.50 €
(incl. VAT, excl. Shipping)

 Wood / Finish / Color
plywood white

 Size
W/H/D 60 x 18 x 18.6 cm

 Delivery content
Delivery consists of 1 set = 2 complete shelves containing 6
plywood parts, 4 rods (side supports), assembly material,
assembly instructions

 Material
This wall-mountable CD rack is of 18mm thick beech
plywood with differently colored surfaces. STORIT is
attached to the wall with concealed fittings.

 

Short information on plywood: plywood is multilayered and
grouted solid wood veneer with a resin-coated surface in
different colors. The plywood edges are natural and
untreated. Detailed information on the base material and
the properties in the  material overview.

 Usage
Given the height, the STORIT 053 CD-shelf is particularly
suitable for CDs, pictures, collectibles, as a board, spice
rack, kitchenware shelf....
Because of the variable system, the shelf is also perfekt for
the media-, living-, kitchen-, hallway- or working space.
Mounted in a row, STORIT is forming a small sideboard or
a hallway-shelf for keys, a cell-phone, business cards or
jackets, for example, with a row of clothing hooks beneath
them. Or, mounted in two rows, the STORIT transformes
into a spacious CD / Media shelf for your music library or
into a representative kitchen shelf.

 Capacity
With the side supports inserted, it stores up to 53 standard
CDs (jewel cases).

 Extras / Special
Due to the modular design you are given numerous
possiblities on how to arrange your STORIT shelves. So you
can take advantage of the available space and create a
rack system to your liking.
Hint: sufficient amount of space between each shelf
modules, helps you create additional storage space without
the need of an extra shelf.
The acrylic rods inserted on both sides prevent the CDs from
tilting. If required, the bars may also be omitted. 

 Weight including packing
material in kg
10.00
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